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WALKTHROUGH: Web databases

1 To begin with, we’ll just demonstrate how to create

and use a FileMaker Pro database.The first job is to

create a new database file – we don’t want to use any of

the FileMaker Pro templates for this tutorial, so we just

create and save a new, empty file.

2Once the file’s been created, FileMaker Pro prompts

us to define our database fields.We’re using plain

text fields to store Maker, Model and Notes information,

and a Container field to store photographs of each item

in our database.

3 Back in Browse mode, we can enter text directly into

the database fields, creating new records as needed

via the Records menu or C-N shortcut.To insert a photo,

click on a Container field and choose Picture from the

Insert menu.
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How do you go about creating an online database

which can be interrogated using an ordinary Web browser? It’s

easy with FileMaker Pro... says Rod Lawton.

DATABASE

ON THE CD

4We can fine-tune our layout by entering Layout
mode via the View menu or the pop-up to the

bottom left of the document window. Here we can

modify the alignment options for the Picture field, for

example (“Format” menu,“Graphic” option).

5 In Browse mode, there are a couple of alternative

ways of viewing your data. Form view is the default,

where you view one record at a time. If you switch to List

view, your records are displayed as a sequential vertical

list so that you can view more than one record.

6Or you can switch to Table mode, which lists your

records in tabular form.This makes it easier to view

and search lots of records simultaneously, but it’s not

much use for displaying graphics in Container fields,

which are restricted to single-line display and hence 

are cropped.

7Our next six steps demonstrate how to set up

FileMaker Pro for Web sharing, and for this to be

enabled you need to open the Application Preferences,

click the Plug-ins tab and enable the Web Companion
plug-in by checking its box.

8 You also need to set up your databases individually

for sharing over the Web, and you do this by

opening the Sharing dialogue via the File menu and

checking the Web Companion box.To test your database,

you’ll need to know the host computer’s IP address...

9 FileMaker Pro’s Web sharing is designed for servers

permanently connected to the Internet with static

(known) IP addresses. If you’re using an ordinary dial-up

account which assigns a dynamic IP address, open the

TCP/IP panel to find your current IP address.
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We spoke to
RapidHost (http://
rapidhost.co.uk/
default.html), one of
the UK’s largest
FileMaker Pro hosting
services, to get expert
advice on publishing
FM Pro databases.
Here’s a list of points
to watch:

■ You can hire space
on a shared server
which will be hosting
other databases too.
This is the cheaper
option, but is less
reliable, since a failure
in any one of them
could crash your
database too.
■ For maximum
reliability, you should
consider devoting a
whole server to
hosting your database.
The fewer additional
tasks the server has to
perform, the more
reliable it’s likely to be.
■ Reliability is not an
issue with small-scale
databases, but by the
time you’re reaching
thousands of records,
dedicated servers are
the safest option.
■ A startup hosting
package (with
RapidHost) includes
50MB storage space
and up to 1GB data
transfer per month.
The set-up charge is
£149 and the monthly
running cost is £50,
both figures exclusive
of VAT.

RapidHost
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IT WON’T WORK?
If you’ve done everything right and you still can’t access your
database via a browser, then it could be a memory problem. If
your Mac has just 64MB of RAM, FileMaker Pro won’t like one or
more other applications running at the same time. It’ll work
normally as a desktop application, but the Web Companion Web
server won’t respond properly, and there are no error messages to
give you a clue as to why not.

UNLIMITED USERS
The standard desktop version of FileMaker Pro allows a maximum
of 10 simultaneous users. To allow unlimited access, you need to
upgrade to FileMaker Pro Unlimited. There are also Server and
Developer versions. The Developer edition is designed for building
custom front ends and interfaces. If you want a large-scale,
publicly accessible database, you’ll need the help of a hosting
company such as RapidHost (www.rapidhost.co.uk).

KEEP IT RUNNING
We’ve mentioned it in our walkthrough, but we’ll remind you
again. Users will only be able to access your database online if
your FileMaker Pro is running on your Mac, the database is open
and if your Mac is connected to the Internet. Don’t forget that
some connections can time out if there’s a lack of network
activity, so you may need to edit your connection options to
eliminate this.

TIPS
PHOTOSHOP MASTERCLASS ONLINE DATABASE MASTERCLASS 
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13 It’s now possible to search the database for

records that match specific criteria. Hit the

Search button to the left, and the browser will load a

Search page, where you can specify up to four search

criteria, using AND or OR operators to combine them. Hit

Start Search when you’re ready.

14 Your browser will then return a list of matching

records.The actual search time itself is very fast

(depending on the size of your database), but the results

may take a few seconds to appear because you’re

accessing a server (your host machine) with a slow

connection.

15 Your site’s visitors can even add records,

assuming you’ve set up access privileges which

permit this (see the online help for more on access

privileges). By default, users can create and submit new

records, adding text (though not pictures) directly via

their browsers.

10 We can now browse our database online by

typing this IP address into our browser’s

Address bar – here we’re using Internet Explorer on a PC,

just to demonstrate FileMaker Pro’s cross-platform

compatibility.The home page lists all currently open

databases on the host machine.

11 Clicking the database name opens that

database in Form view.This closely resembles

the FileMaker Pro layout, but adds navigation buttons

and other controls to the left and via a horizontal strip

above. (Expect data browsing to be slow if both

machines are using dial-up accounts.)

12 Switch to Table view via the button to the left

of the window, and all your database’s records

will be displayed as a single scrolling list. (In FileMaker

Pro, the graphics are cropped in List view, but here

they’re displayed in full.)

16 Users can carry out sorts too, but you will need

to prepare your database specially first.To do

this, open the File Sharing dialogue then double-click the

Web Companion entry and click the Sort tab.

17 Choose the fields you want users to be able to

sort by clicking the Specify button and the

Specify Sort dialogue. (Although it resembles the

standard FileMaker Pro Sort options, you’re not defining 

a hierarchical sort in this instance.)

18 Back in our Web browser, we find we can now

hit the Sort button to display this page, where

we can choose the field to sort by (based on the list we

defined in FileMaker Pro) and an Ascending or

Descending sort.We can also set up hierarchical sorts.

E

Take a look at the FM
Pro website’s case
studies section
(www.filemaker.co.u
k/news/casestudies)
to see how major UK
companies have
implemented their
own solutions.
You can also get
factsheets and FAQs
from this site.

Recommended
reading includes
‘FileMaker Pro
Publishing on the
Web’, by Maria
Langer (PeachPit
Press, ISBN 0-201-
69665-7). This was
published in 1998
and relates to
FileMaker Pro 4, so
look out for newer
volumes in your
bookshop or at
www.amazon.co.uk.

There are many
independent
FileMaker Pro-
dedicated websites.
Try FileMaker Today
at www.maclane.
com, where you can
download database
templates and catch
up on the latest
news and
developments.

GOING
FURTHER
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22 To use this layout in the Web published

version, we need to open the File
Sharing dialogue again and double-click on the

Web Companion entry. Note that only certain

Web Styles (step 19) support layout rendering

– see the online help for more information.

23 With the Web Companion dialogue

open, click the Form View tab. Click the

Layout pop-up menu, and you’ll find all your

database’s layouts are listed – choose the one

you want to be displayed in Form view on the

Web.You can do the same with the Table View

while you’re at it.

24 And here’s the rendered database

layout in our Web browser. It looks just

the same as the layout we designed in

FileMaker Pro, and this ability to duplicate

database layouts accurately gives your Web

databases lots of design potential.

19 Now that we’ve covered the basic

mechanics of setting up an online

database, how do you customise its

appearance? Open the Web Style tab of the

Web Companion dialogue and choose a new

style from the pop-up menu.

20 The new style is visible to your site’s

users immediately. Remember that

they’re accessing your database directly, and

there’s no intermediate publishing stage.You’re

not limited to the layouts provided, either...

21 Indeed, the Web Companion can

“render” FileMaker Pro layouts,

accurately duplicating the layouts you create

on screen. Here we’ve gone into Layout mode

and produced a custom layout which we’ve

called, logically enough,“Custom layout”.

25 We’ll finish with a short guide to

protecting your online database from

unauthorised access.There’s a lot more to this

subject which the online help explains, but

start by opening up the Access Privileges and

Passwords dialogue via the File menu.

26 FileMaker Pro’s access privileges would

need a walkthrough feature of their

own to explore fully, but for now we’ll choose a

password which users will need to enter in

order to gain access to our online database.You

may want to experiment with the Privileges to

the right.

27 The next time you or someone else

attempts to access your database via

their browser, you’ll be prompted to enter a

password via this window. (Ignore the User

Name field since we haven’t set that up, and go

straight to the Password field.) MF

MULTIPLE LAYOUTS
If you’re unfamiliar with FileMaker Pro, you may not be aware that
you can produce any number of layouts within a database file.
These are analogous to the Forms you can design in other
database applications. FileMaker Pro’s layouts can include
sophisticated options like scrolling text boxes and controlled page
sizes – you can set up form letters for mail-merging, for example.

SPECIFYING IP ADDRESSES
FM Pro database access can be restricted to specific IP addresses
only. This really only comes into its own if you want to share data
with large organisations which have fixed lines and static IP
addresses. It’s not much use for ordinary dial-up users,as these
will be allocated a new IP address each time they connect,
though a few ISPs do offer dial-up accounts with static addresses.

CUSTOM HOME PAGES
You’re not stuck with the default FileMaker Pro home page. You
can design your own home page using your favourite HTML
editor, and then save it in the top level of the Web folder in the
FileMaker Pro application folder on your hard disk. Make sure you
include a link to your online database, and you’ll need to select
this new home page in the Web Companion dialogue.

TIPS

On the CD

If you don’t want to
develop your own
database to try out
our FileMaker Pro

tutorial, use the
sample database
illustrated in the
walkthrough. It’s called
“motorshow”and
you’ll find it on this
month’s CD.
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